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I. INTRODUCTION
Most animals and insects show the amazing abilities of completing complex behaviors. Since 1940s, the optimization design problems in the engineering fields have been solved by using the inspiration of the biological systems, meantime the Bionic Intelligent Optimization Algorithm (BIOA) was designed. At present, the popular BIOAs are Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] , Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) [2] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [3] , Artificial Fish-Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) [4] , Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [5] , and Artificial Searching Swarm Algorithm (ASSA) [6] . These bionic algorithms have become a research focus in the fields of intelligent optimization.
In this work, a novel bionic intelligent optimization algorithm -Artificial Tribe Algorithm (ATA) is presented and discussed. ATA simulates the existent skill of the natural tribe, through the propagation and migration behaviors to renew the tribe and move the living region of the tribe if the existent situation is bad. The algorithm is used for optimizing multivariable functions (unconstrained or constrained optimization problems) and the results produced by ATA, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and Artificial FishSwarm Algorithm (AFSA) have been compared. The results show that ATA is a powerful global optimization algorithm.
II. BIONIC INTELLIGENT OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
BIOA is a new kind of optimization method. Although the characters are different, BIOA manifests the great similarity in the structure, research content, research method and the operation model. It provides the possibility for the establishment of uniform framework.
The uniform framework of BIOA can be described as follows [7, 8] : the swarm is formed by the individuals, relies on the specific evolution rules, goes with the iteration of the algorithm, and produces the reborn swarm (such as GA) or changes the individual position (such as PSO, AFSA, SFLA, ASSA). The optimal solution evolves unceasingly along with the change of the swarm and then appears finally. The process of the algorithms is shown as follows:
1. Set the parameters, initialize the swarm randomly and calculate the fitness values;
2. According to the set rules, renew swarm or change its position, generate one group of solutions, and calculate the fitness of individuals; 3. Through comparison, obtain the optimal fitness value and take note; 4. Judge whether or not the terminal condition is satisfied. If satisfy, then end the iteration; otherwise, return to 2.
In this uniform framework, the rules of renewing swarm and changing individual's position play an important role and decide the algorithm performance. These set rules represent the direct biology foundation of the algorithm, restrict the individual behaviors, and form the unique characteristics of the algorithm to be different from the other algorithms.
In BIOA the bulletin board is generally set up, which records the optimal individual's historical states. Through the iteration of the algorithm, each individual compares its own condition with bulletin board's condition, and replaces the information when its own value is better. Thus the bulletin board can record the historical best solution all along. After algorithm iteration finished, the optimal solution and the related information can be obtained from the bulletin board. A. Basic Idea of ATA According to the uniform framework of BIOA, ATA uses the tribe which composed of individuals as the main executive, and simulates the existent skills of the tribes to actualize the optimization purpose. With the uninterrupted iteration of the algorithm, the optimal solution shows finally, so the corresponding optimization problem is solved.
III. ARTIFICIAL TRIBE ALGORITHM
As the above analyses BIOA can be differentiated into two kinds: one is how to produce the next generation (such as GA); the other is how to change the swarm position (such as PSO, AFSA, ASSA). In this work, ATA tries to integrate the characters of the two kind algorithms. If the existent situation is adaptive, the tribe propagates to reborn the next generation through propagation behavior, otherwise, if the existent situation is bad, the tribe migrates to the new region through migration behavior, and propagates right along.
According to the above ideas, how to estimate the existent situation is the key problem. ATA sets existent criterion to indicate the situation of the tribe through comparing the optimal fitness value with that of anterior generation. If the intergenerational difference of the optimal fitness value is smaller than the existent criterion, it indicates that the existent situation is bad, and the tribe must migrate immediately.
The rules of the individual behavior can be described as follows:
1. Propagation: an individual uses coordinates sequence to form the gene code. If the existent situation is adaptive, the individual selects the other individual of the tribe randomly, and propagates to reborn the next generation through exchanging partial gene code.
2. Migration: If the existent situation is bad (that indicates the intergenerational difference of the optimal fitness value is smaller than the existent criterion), the individual moves the position according to it's and tribe's historical experience to implement the migration of the tribe.
Two rules of the ATA have their own characteristics. Propagation rule is similar with the crossover operator of the GA, and can find the better goals; Migration rule plays a main role in finding the better goals, pulls the algorithm away from the local solution, and has the global adjusting function. The above analyses have been confirmed by simulation tests.
The running flow of ATA is shown as follows: 1. Set the parameters, initialize the tribe randomly and calculate the fitness value;
2. Iteration counter add 1, estimate the existent situation of the tribe. If the existent situation is adaptive (that indicates the intergenerational difference of the optimal fitness value is bigger than the existent criterion), implement propagation behavior to the individuals in turn; Otherwise, implement the migration behavior (the migration behavior is prohibited to use continuously).
3. Calculate the fitness value. Compare with the best fitness of tribe and each individual respectively, if better, log on the bulletin board; 4. Determine whether or not to satisfy the conditions of termination, if satisfy, then end the iteration; otherwise, return to 2.
Because of including global information, the tribe's historical experience compared with that of the individual has more weight to find the better goals and enhance the searching ability. So the better effect can be expected if increase the weight of tribe's experience properly. So ATA introduces the global inertia weight to enhance the searching ability and accelerate the convergent speed.
B. Pseudo-Code Description of the ATA
For explaining the behavior rule clearly, by using object-oriented technology, an individual can be described as a C++ class as follows: 
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, the individual's position is X i in i-th iteration, the historical best solution of the individual is X s , the historical best solution of the tribe is X g , the position of the individual which be selected to propagate is Y i , then the two behaviors can be described as follows:
IV. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Functions
To verify the effectiveness of ATA, some typical functions are chosen for simulation tests as follows: F 6 is a constrained optimization problem; it subjects to (s.t.) some constrained conditions. It has the minimum value -6961.81388 at point(14.095, 0.84296). F 7 is a constrained optimization problem. It has the minimum value 13.59084 at point (2.2468, 2.3818).
B. Performance Analysis
ATA is used to solve function F 1 . The size of the tribe is 10, the AT_criterion is 0.3, the AT_w is 1.46, and the iteration is 50. Fig. 1 shows the initial distribution of the tribe, the individuals distribute randomly in the defining region.
Figure1. Distribution of the initial tribe
After 5 iterations, the distribution of the tribe is shown in Fig. 2 . Some individuals have moved near the global optimum position. The tribe has centralized near the point [0, 0] after 5 iterations only, and it is showed that ATA has quick convergent speed.
Figure2. Distribution of the tribe after 5 iterations
After 12 iterations, the tribe distribution is shown in Figure 3 . For display clearly, the distribution region of the tribe reduces a half compared with figure 2. More individuals have centralized near the global optimal solution, and the best individual is very approach to the global optimal solution.
Figure3. Distribution of the tribe after 12 iterations As Fig. 4 shown, after 19 iterations, almost all the individuals have centralized near the optimal solution, and the value of the best individual is equal to the optimal value, that concretely shows the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Figure4. Distribution of the tribe after 19 iterations
In order to describe the process of the tribe hunting for the optimal solution concretely, Fig. 5 shows the mutative track of the best individual's fitness value. With the algorithm iteration the individuals change quickly through propagation and migration behaviors, and the value of the best individual gets to the optimal value rapidly.
Figure5. Objective function Value of the best individual
As well known tribe size is one of the main factors which affect the performance of the ATA. Select F 3 to do simulation testing for discussing the influence. The ATA_criterion is 0.3, the ATA_w is 1.65, and the iteration is 50. The results are shown in Fig. 6 .
Figure6. Influence of tribe size
Although the ATA has the running ability of small tribe size and can obtain better searching results, but the tribe size continues to be one of the key factors that influence the performance of ATA. In general, the larger the tribe size, the better the performance can be got, but the efficiency of algorithm reduces; The smaller the tribe size, the faster the ATA searching speed is, but the diversity of population reduces. It does not meet the linear relationship between the tribe size and the performance of algorithm, so the tribe size should be moderate.
The inertia weight is the other factor that influences the performance of ATA. F4 is selected to do simulation test, the tribe size is 10, the AT_criterion is 0.3, the iteration is 100 and the AT_w are 2.6, 3.6, 4.6 and 5.6 respectively. The results are shown as Fig. 7 .
Figure7. Influence of inertia weight
From the results selecting the inertia weight properly can enhance the performance of ATA efficiently. Because ATA is a stochastic algorithm, there is no determinate result about the influence. The value of inertia weight should be moderate too.
C. Performance Comparison
ATA and GA are used respectively to solve function F 2 .
Figure8. Comparison of the best individual value between ATA and GA Select n is 3, the tribe size is 10, the AT_criterion is 0.3, the AT_w is 1.2, and the iteration is 50. The GA uses binary code, the crossover probability is 0.6, the mutation probability is 0.001, and the length of code is 30. The test results are shown in Fig. 8 . In the early running time, the ATA is slower than the GA, but ATA exceeds the GA, and gets the better optimization results finally. GA gets the optimal value 0.001730 at 18-th generation, while ATA gets the same precision value at 9-th generation, and gets the optimal value 0.000053 at 47-th generation. The results show that ATA outperforms GA in global optimization.
For GA the premature convergence is easy to occur while the swarm size is small. Fig. 8 shows the better running example of the tests. ATA does not have the same phenomenon, and still has the good searching capability when the swarm size is small. So ATA has the running ability of small swarm size which can save a lot of computing resource.
Function F 1 is selected to do simulative experiment with ATA and AFSA respectively. The tribe size is 10, the iteration is 100, the ATA_criterion is 0.3, and the ATA_w is 1.46; the step of AFSA is 0.3, the visual of AFSA is 15, and the consistence of AFSA is 0.618. Experiments are 100 times, and the results are shown as Fig. 9 . From the results, ATA has better performance than AFSA besides several running cases. The tribe size is 50, the iteration is 100, ATA_criterion is 0.3, and the ATA_w is 1.22; the inertia weight of PSO is descending, the experiments are 100 times, and the results are shown as Fig. 10 . At 14-th and 71-th experiment ATA obtains the value 30, the operations are failing; at 63-th experiment ATA obtains the value 3.585441, and at other one experiments ATA obtains the optimal value 3 (for showing clearly Figure 10 deletes above three cases). Generally ATA has better performance than PSO besides several running cases.
From the simulative results, for the multivariable unconstrained function optimization, ATA is an efficient global optimization algorithm.
D. Penalty Function Method
In scientific research and social practice fields many optimization problems have constrained conditions. For solving the constraint optimization problem, penalty function method is a useful method. Penalty function method converts the object function into the penalty function which included the constrained information, and the process of solving constraint optimization problem is transformed to the process of continuously solving unrestraint optimization problem. The basic idea of the penalty function method is shown as follows.
Generally the constrained optimization problem can be described as fellows:
are the design variables, Define the penalty function as
Here k r is the positive, penalty factor sequence, and increases by degrees. It is proved that if
, the optimal solution of ) r , X ( F k will convergence to optimal solution of the objective function.
Penalty function method has the penalty factor sequence which makes difficulty to program. The penalty factor (has fixed value) usually be used for simple, and the effects are almost equivalent in practice.
About function F 6 , with penalty function method, select population size is 500, iteration times is 500, AT_criterion=0.6, AT_w=8.6, testing times=20, and the penalty factor=10 8 . The results are shown as table I. About function F 7 , with penalty function method, select population size is 500, iteration times is 100, AT_criterion=0.3, AT_w=1.6, testing times=50, and the penalty factor=10 8 . The results are shown as table II. From simulative results ATA is an effective algorithm for solving constrained optimization problems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Artificial Tribe Algorithm (ATA) is based on the simulation of the operation principle and unity framework of BIOA, so it is an abstract algorithm. ATA simulates the existent skills of the natural tribes, and actualizes the optimization purpose through the propagation and migration behaviors of the tribes. ATA can be used for solving both unconstrained and constrained optimization problems effectively.
ATA possesses little parameters, simple structure, insensitive to initial values, and small swarm running ability. The algorithm was used for optimizing multivariable functions and the results produced by ATA, Genetic Algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and artificial fish-swarm algorithm (AFSA) have been compared. The experiment results showed that ATA is a powerful algorithm in global optimization. 
